
ACCELERATE YOUR ESTIMATING PROCESS 

Mitchell TruckEst™ empowers you to generate 
professional, computerized estimates quickly 
and easily—helping you increase productivity 
and profitability while impressing customers and 
business partners at the same time. 

With more trucks on the road than ever before, 
you need to have an accurate and efficient solution 
like TruckEst to help you eliminate errors, increase 
efficiency, and ultimately improve customer 
satisfaction. TruckEst software combines estimating 
functionality with accurate, reliable data from 
Mitchell—so it’s simple for you to reference part 
descriptions, labor times, and refinishing times with 
the click of a mouse.
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Mitchell  TruckEst™

TruckEst empowers you with estimating capabilities 
like never before. Accuracy, speed, and ease-of-use 
features include:

•  Access estimating data on over 40 manufacturers 
with more than 300 vehicle configurations so you 
never have to turn business away.

•  Generate professional-looking estimates faster 
than writing by hand.

•  Store and organize multiple vendors, parts and 
prices.

•  Keep up-to-date with the latest data (with up to  
four updates per year).

•  Easily install! Plus easy to learn even if you are not a 
computer  expert.

CLEAR, SIMPLE 
GRAPHICS SPEED 
PROPER PARTS 
ORDERING.

QUICKLY 
AND EASILY 
SELECT PARTS 
AND REPAIR 
PROCEDURES.

TruckEst Improves Your Truck Estimating

INSTANTLY MAKE 
ADJUSTMENTS 
TO THE ESTIMATE 
WITH THE CLICK 
OF A BUTTON.
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Mitchell TruckEst™

Leading-Edge Features Empowering Benefits

Create, save and export estimates, 
orders, worksheets, and reports

Streamlines and simplifies your estimate organization and repair documentation.

Store specific part numbers and prices 
with TruckEst’s customizable database

A huge time-saver allowing you to easily refer to part numbers and prices. 

Electronically store customer and vendor 
information in one place

Eliminates the need to keep separate customer and vendor databases and provides 
easy access to all of your important business contacts.

Store common operations in order to 
quickly add to future estimates through 
the macro feature

Saves common operations and valuable time since you won’t need to start from 
scratch on every estimate.

Access industry standard procedure 
pages with the click of a mouse

Helps to eliminate errors and improve your estimate accuracy.

Email professional looking parts orders, 
estimates, and truck inspection reports

Impress your customers and your business partners with professional, timely 
communications.

At-a-Glance:
Inside TruckEst

The best way to learn more about Mitchell TruckEst is to see it in action. Contact us for a demo today.
Call: 800.238.9111  |  Visit: www.mitchell.com
Email us: ShopSolutions@mitchell.com

What TruckEst Clients are Saying:

“�The�labor�times�found�in�TruckEst�are�most�valuable�to�me.�In�fact,�others�have�called�me�to�get�the�
information�found�in�the�product.��Because�I�handle�10-15�estimates�on�heavy�and�medium�trucks�
per�month,�writing�estimates�with�TruckEst�saves�me�about�two�hours’�worth�of�work�a�day.”

 —Brent Heath, Patsy’s Auto Body, Concord, New Hampshire

“�TruckEst�generates�professional-looking�reports�that�can�easily�be�emailed�to�or�printed�out�for�
customers.��Also,�the�ability�to�store�part�prices�for�future�use�is�excellent.��It�is�a�whole�lot�more�
convenient�than�hand-writing�estimates.”

 —Paul Benjamine, Crown Insurance Appraisals, Spartanburg, South Carolina


